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Defining
Sustainable
Lifestyles

Sustainable lifestyles
“are considered as ways of living, social behaviors and choices, that
minimize environmental degradation (use of natural resources, CO2

emissions, waste and

pollution) while supporting equitable socio-economic development and better quality of life for all.”
(Source: UN Environment)

Global Objectives
• Build a shared vision of sustainable lifestyles
• Integrate sustainable lifestyle principles and practices across all sectors of society; develop tools
and incentives, provide capacity-building
• Empower individuals to adopt sustainable lifestyles through education, awareness-raising and
participation
• Measure and track the benefits of action
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Communicating
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Lifestyles

The Anatomy of Action

• An evidence-based media toolkit mapping out
top-priority actions
• Developed with the UnSchool of Disruptive
Design
• A contribution to the One Planet Network’s
Sustainable Lifestyles and Education Programme
• Separates lifestyles into 5 domains
• Launched on 12 September…
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STUFF

BEYOND BUYING
Consider what you need and buy products that will last
longer, be used multiple times, and are intended to be in
use for as long as possible before being remanufactured or
recycled
FASHION SLOWDOWN
Buy fewer and better clothes, stay away from fast fashion
that mass produces at the cost of environmental and
human justice
DITCH DISPOSABLES
Refuse everyday products which cannot be reused

Beyond Buying
1.

Consider what you really need and what impacts

2.

these have on the planet before buying stuff;
reduce what you buy
Continue or start sharing and swapping things like

3.

appliances, tools, clothes, talents, and services
For new purchases, look into how you can get what

4.
5.
6.

you need via a service or a product that lasts longer
and has been made sustainably
Find things with extended warranties and that can
be repaired, and then make sure you repair things
Buy second-hand things and find new homes for
things you no longer want
For technologies and gadgets, use them longer,
repair and donate them, and ensure you find a
reliable recycler at the end of their life

7.

Delete old emails and other files stored on the

8.

cloud (servers use a lot of energy)
Offer your technical skills and talents to extend
product use, help others, and build a sense of

9.

community
Recommend and buy from companies that provide
spare parts to repair, that offer take-back services,
or that use recycled materials in production

Fashion Slow Down
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Celebrate being unique - buy vintage, redesign old clothes, create a core basic or ‘capsule’ wardrobe,
and be bold in your fashion choices
Use your consumer power to buy better clothes and to increase the availability of more sustainable
fashion options
Think long-term: buy quality clothes that last and take care of them. Today’s new pieces are
tomorrow's vintage treasures
Give your clothes a second chance: share, reuse, repair, recycle, sell, and donate high-quality fashion
for second- hand use
Ask brands about how best to take care of their clothes, how they produce and
source, and how they are committed to sustainability
Let brands know when you are not happy with their practices and help
encourage them to move towards sustainable production

Images and videos for social media and education:

All assets available at www.AnatomyOfAction.org

in action
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Activating Action
Call to action

• … followed by a 15 day online challenge 15-30
September
• Target audience: young people from civil society
around the world
• Goal: show that sustainable living is accessible, cool
and fun – anyone, anywhere can make simple
lifestyle swaps
• A grassroots approach campaign through global
influencers who challenge and encourage their
communities to take action

Activate change
during the 15 Ways
In 15 Days challenge:
1. Pick an action from the
#AnatomyOfAction (or several!)
2. Post you doing the action and show
how you activate change
3. Tag 3 friends and challenge them to
take action too

Global Challenge Reach
•
•
•

1,000+ public Instagram
posts
from 40+ countries
5,000,000+ combined
audience

#StayCurious

#FashionSlowDown

#ProteinSwaps

#KeepActive

#UseAllYourFood

#GrowYourOwn
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Lessons Learned

• Evidence/science is paramount: given urgency all action is not the same
• Language is key: sustainability vocabulary can be an impediment
• Reach out to influencers who are not branded ‘sustainability influencers’: chance to
engage and bring new messages to their communities
• Authenticity is key: best responses when influencers shared personal experiences and
didn’t act as a mouth piece
• Not always possible to control the message: materials produced may not be used they
way intended…
• Keep it short: we have a lot of information, but people want a simple call to action

Max Bittner , CEO, Vestiaire Collective
“Taking the UN’s Anatomy of Action
challenge proved to be a great oppor-tunity
to rethink some of my everyday choices and their
impact on the environment. I decided to review my travel choices
and as a result spent a lot more time enjoying walking in Paris”

What are the biggest challenges in each domain?

Most meaningful actions?

Possible controversies?

What facilitation is
needed?

Chloé Schnorhk
YouTube and Instagram Influencer,
Founder of BeWear documentary

Katrin Bienge
Co-Head of Research Unit Production and
Consumption Systems
Sustainable Production and Consumption
Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Environment and
Energy

Dr. Atsushi Watabe
Programme Director
Sustainable Consumption and Production
Institute for Global Environmental Strategies

Marie-Claire Graf
Global Youth Advocate
Swiss Youth for Climate

How will you post about the
#AnatomyOfAction ?
#GoCleaner

#UseAllYourFood
#StayCurious

What action should we demand from a
business leader?
From a head of state?

#BeyondBuying

Max Bittner , CEO, Vestiaire Collective
“Taking the UN’s Anatomy of Action
challenge proved to be a great oppor-tunity
to rethink some of my everyday choices and their
impact on the environment. I decided to review my travel choices
and as a result spent a lot more time enjoying walking in Paris”

1.5-Degree Lifestyles
Targets and options for reducing
lifestyle carbon footprints

Ryu Koide, Atsushi Watabe (IGES)
Michael Lettenmeier (Aalto Univ.)

Background
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Urgent Necessity to Address Lifestyles
…changes in human behaviour and lifestyles are enabling
conditions that enhance the feasibility of mitigation and
adaptation options for 1.5℃-consistent systems transitions. (high
confidence) (D2.3. SPM. IPCC Special Report on 1.5℃. 2018.)
Making the transformation towards a net-zero greenhouse gas
economy happen is not just about technologies and jobs. It is
about people and their daily lives (…) Personal lifestyle choices
can make a real difference, while improving quality of life (EU

Long-term Carbon Neutrality Vision. 2018.)

“Lifestyle innovation,” shifting the way of life of each citizen
towards sustainability, provides a major impact directly and
indirectly on climate change through consumer behaviors and the
use of fuels, energy, and resources. (Long-term Strategy under the Paris
Agreement, Japan. 2019.)
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2.Understanding
Exploration of Long-term
the impact
of Footprint Targets
Lifestyle
Carbon

Lifestyles
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Climate Impact & Service/Products Lifecycles
Direct GHG Emissions:

Greenhouse Gas generated directly from the use of services or
products by individuals and organisations.

Carbon Footprint:

Generation of Greenhouse Gas throughout the entire lifecycle of
services and products (including resource extraction, processing,
delivery, sales, use, waste, and recycling)

Direct Emissions

Extract

Process

Transport
& Sales

Use

Footprint

Waste &
Recycle
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Direct and Indirect GHG Emissions From Households
Propane Gas
110

Energy,
Automobiles
(Mainly Direct
Emissions)

Main focus on the
conventional approaches

City Gas
230

3.1 t/person/year
(about 40%)
Electricity

Kerosene

1,331

187

Dairy products, egg,
beans
238

Cereals
395

Heat Supply

2
House construction
and maintenance
477

Automobile

1,246

Motorcycle

12

Home Appliances
324

Luxury
Goods
308

Leisure

581

Other
Services
654

4.5t/person/year
(about 60%)

Food, Products,
Services
(Including Indirect
Emissions)

Vegetable &
Land
Furniture, Close, Daily
Water Supply
Flight Transportation
Fruits Beverages & Sewage
Necessities
157
140
140
91
400
196
500
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000

Meat & Fish

431

0

4,500

5,000

(kgCO2e/ / )
Lifecycle Carbon Footprint in Japan (kgCO2e/person/year)
Source: IGES et al (2019)
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Hotspots of Lifestyle Carbon Footprints (Japan)
Food

•
•

•

1.5t footprints from 800 kg •
of food per year per capita
Footprint per kg is high for •
Meat (9kgCO2e) and diary
products and fish (34kgCO2e)
Food loss at home is about •
4%
•

Mobility

1.6t footprints from 11,000 km of
mobility per year per capita
80% of footprints from cars, which
satisfies only 46% of mobility
demand. Low occupancy rate
(average 1.3 person/car)
Train and bus used than other
countries (32% of demand)
Bicycle use less than 1km/day

Housing

Source: IGES et al. (2019)

•

•

About 80% from energy at
home (heating room and
water, etc.)
High intensity per 1kWh. Only
8% of renewables if nonelectricity included.
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Example of International Comparison (Mobility)
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Addressing
2.
Exploration of Long-term
lifestyle carbon
Lifestyle
Carbon Footprint Targets
footprint
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Proposed Targets of Lifestyle Carbon Footprints
Lifestyle Carbon Footprint Targets
Average Japanese

2.5 t/cap

7.6 t/cap

by 2030

0.7 t/cap
by 2050

Required Level of Footprint Reduction
• Developed countries (2 case countries):
80-90% reduction by 2050

60-80% reduction by 2030

• Developing countries (3 case countries):
25-80% reduction by 2050

0-40% reduction by 2030

Source: IGES et al. (2019)
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Three Key Approaches for Reducing LCF
Reduction of physical amount:
reducing physical amounts of goods
or services consumed, as well as
avoiding unsustainable options.
Efficiency improvement: decreasing
emissions by replacing technologies
with lower-carbon ones while not
changing the amount consumed or
used.
Modal shift: changing from one
consumption mode to a less carbon
intensive one.

Source: IGES et al. (2019)
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Low-carbon Lifestyle Options (Japan)
Impact Share
(kgCO2e) (%)

Example of Low-carbon Lifestyle Options
Shifting to renewable grid electricity
Better insulation of housing
Housing
Reducing the amount of water use (reduce by 1/3)
Air conditioner instead of oil and gas heater
Shifting to electric vehicle
Public transport instead of private car for private purpose (1/2 times)
Living closer to workplace
Mobility Public transport instead of private car for commuting (everyday)
Always ride share with another person (2 persons per car, 1/2 times)
Closer weekend leisure (1/2 times)
Telework (2 times per week)
Diets with vegetables and diary products (vegetarian, 3 days per
week)
Food White meat (chicken) instead of red meat (3 days per week)
Reducing overeating/drinking alcohol and snack (reduce by 1/2)
Reducing the food loss at home (reduce by 1/2)

1,250
220
160
90
520
360
340
220
210
150
120

16.4%
2.9%
2.1%
1.1%
6.8%
4.7%
4.4%
2.9%
2.8%
1.9%
1.6%

150 1.9%
90 1.2%
40 0.5%
30 0.3%

Source: IGES et al. (2019)
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Aggregated Impacts of Low-carbon Options (Japan)

7.6

6.2
5.1

3.0
2.5

•
1.6

•

75% adoption of around 30 options by 2030
can achieve 1.5-degree target
2050 target very challenging, needing new
options: innovation of lifestyles & sociotechnical systems
Source: IGES et al. (2019)
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Next Step: Participatory Transition Research
Mix-method (quantitative + narrative)
Participatory (experts + citizens)
Transitional Research

• Low-carbon lifestyle
options in 5 countries
• Estimation of lifestyle
carbon footprints &
hotspot analysis

• Link data analysis to
citizens science
• Participatory toolkit such
as gamification

Information
provision

Interventions
specified as
conditions

Technology
improveme
nts (BAU)

Other
additional
interventions

Low-carbon
Actions

Footprint
Analysis

Behavioral Change
& Policy
Recommendation

Interven
tions

Toolkit
Development

Participatory
Research

Others

Footprints

Food
Mobilit
y

Current

Narratives

• Citizens workshop
• Household experiment
• Participatory scenario
development

Goods

Implemented

Planned

Technology imp.

Intervened

Consumption patterns Time-use Lifestyles Life satisfaction Local area
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Next Step: “Future Lifestyles” Project
Expansion of the study to other countries
(Thailand, India, Brazil, South Africa + Japan)
Funding: UN Environment (10YFP) & SRF
(500,000+ USD with 10+ partners)
Period: Aug 2019 – Sep 2020
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